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I. Introduction

lc Following its first meeting, which was held from 14 to- , . .. ■

18 June 1971 at Addis AbabaP the Trans-African Highway Co-ordinating

Committee presented,, in.a document annexed to. its final report.

,. .S/CJT? 14/527'..and E/cf 3l4/!ERA¥S/46 a programme of .work, showing its. . ;
..institutional organization,, together .with .a number of concrete .measures

-.. . _,^ t,o.. be taken for'the implementation of the project,, The present -. -: ,.:

document shown, what has been accomplished since;that .meeting and . . ■ ■

submits for .the consideration of the Committee the prospects with regard

to the future.phases of the project* . . . ■ ; .■"..'■"■■

. .. .2,: ' ..tt should first of all. be roted that this meeting .in. Bangui..takes

place only i;we:nty\dayB" later than was, originally planned this is not

an excessive delay.when one considers the extent of.the task.and the,.

difficulties involved..

IX. The-Highway Bureau and its "activities " . '.■-.,

3v In ;.accordance with the Executive Secretary's undertaking of last

June>.-a -special bureau was set up in Addis Ababa on 1 July 1971 to

■ act ; as secretariat to the-Committee/ Two engineers'from ECA were■■„

"': immediately seconded to the Bureau on a full-time basis, and an Adviser

uas.made responsible for the-orientation and -supervision of the .projects

■■ -This bureau has.been operating.within the Transport Section, .and all the

facilities of the secretariat have' been placed at its disp'osal* During

the nine months since its creation, it has concentrated on promoting a

series of measures which have culminated in the completion of. .a

pre-feasxbility study of the whole trans-African route from Lagos to. :

Mo'mbasa* ■■ ■.'■ ■ ■ ■

4.4 . ■-■ -.The Bureau's basic .mission was to commission a,pre~fsasibility

study of the .alternative routes for- the highway taking into acuount the

wishes of the governments, in order to ."prepare, a paper showing the

.-conditions 'of- the routes and identifying- sections which require

reconstruction' or. up—grading to enable the Bureau to make recommendations

to, the Co-ordinating Committee for-the optinrum alignment"*, ■ This

represents the first phase in the implementation of the project? the

subsequent phases consist of conducting the feasibility studies to

establish the economic justification for the project, before embarking

on. the .physical construction of the highway, which will have to be

undertaken in'the form of five-year programmes W be submitted to the
governments' concerned. It was also understood that as the physical

..construction arid improvement of the highway advances sufficiently,

measures for the regulation of passenger and: goods traffic will1 be

considered for the purpose of achieving some degree of harmonization, if

not uniformity, over the trans—African route as a whole-.
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5* From 29 September to 1 October 1971, the Bureau organized a meeting
to determine the assistance of the industrialized countries in the
implementation of the project» ...

C, As shown in the report of this meeting (document E/C2M4/537 and
E/GJ?«l4/ERAffS/52), most of the industrialized countries which participated
made, offers of assistance which in total exceeded the requirements set out
in the preliminary feasibility studies. As a result of these .offers,fox
thanks arc due to'the Governments of the United.Kingdom, Belgium, the
United States of America, France* the Federal Republic of Germanys Italy,
Japan and Sweden? it was possible to carry out the pre-feasibility study
today submitted for consideration by the Ob-ordinating Committee, Special
thanks are dus to the Government .of the United Kingdom, which financed "this
study under its technical assistance programme and thus enabled ECA to

honour its initial commitments in the Trans-African Highway, project*

7. TP 0! sullivan and Partners, a London firm of consulting engineers, were
commissioned, and on the basis of the terms of reference negotiated with

the Highway Bureau, they conducted the pre-feasibility study of the entire

Lagos-Mombassa route betwasn November I97I and February 19726 Their

conclusions were presented ou 1 March' in a document:which was distributed

to the member. Governments of the Co-ordinating Committee, to other Central

and East African governments who demonstrated an interest in the project*

to institutions which are associate members of the Committee and in general

to all .these who had participated in-the meeting of June

III.The_O'Lgiillivaa report

8e IP. 0! Sullivan and Partners adhered fully to the terms of reference
of their mission? and the final report which they presented reflects the

ideas of the bureau with regard to the definition of the Trans-African

Highway arid to the methodology used in the comparative study of the

alternative routes= In any event, on the basis of the recommendations

contained in this report, the Bureau proposes the adoption of the itinerary

which passes through the localities.indicated in annex I attached to the

present report as the route for the Lagos-Mombasa Trans-African Highway.

9» The technical and economic arguments in favour of this route which

have been developed in the 01Sullivan report are submitted for the

consideration;of the members of the .Co-ordinating. Committee* Following

the present meeting-, it is hoped to obtain the final agreement of the six

African, governments concerned, .with regard to"the Highway, so that the

Bureau can take,the necessary .steps, to implement the. subsequent phases of

the projects '
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■n-

10. The adoption of the conclusions of the O'Sulivan report db'es ;not

necessarily imply acceptance of the accuracy of the detailed estimates of ■-

cost, q^t;pr,o.fit^b^J;ity on which the recommendations are based. As the

consultant ,h^?e3j|?".acknowledges the calculations were made on H&te: base's

of data wTai-ch^wer§,^.Qme';ii'i.mes very imprecise, thus necessitating^ ^extra- ,:i.;..-: $

polations in: Jhe,,a>s^ce'of certain items of information an'&.;all; this :: i;-: ■ ;■

had tp;-.be ■,unde^akenVi[n ^a,. relatively short period of time. : The. most.:. ;;■-■■,;■-■

important faptor'.xs.not.;so much the acburacy of the absolute values of the-
figures contained,in^th^..".'pep''ort, but rather the relative values-.±ofs.the :^v ■
various parameters wH'ich are' compared. In other words, if, for-.example,-the

estimates of the costs of repaying the capital invested in: the project over,

the various highway sections are all subject to approximately the same

margin*1 o?- error^ the basis for the final choice between two competing

alternative routes ".is not necessarily affected.. .,,.;.'!" . . ..'.'.' "" "

11. The problem which the. consultant had to face consisted "riot. ;pf

assessing the advisability' of constructing a road link: between ,dagos' and

Mombasa on. the basis of technical and economic'.considerations,, still l_ess

of proposing other solutions as alternatives to- the highway,M.."but rather*of■
indicating the best routUufbr sijch a link to follow, taking into account

the... existing infrastructure', the prospects ;for increased traffic resulting

from a growth in intra^friWi trade, and of'course of the .national

considerations .as expressed by the governments which must be reconciled

with the, requirements, of sub-regional co-operation. In any event, any

comments and observations ^q^'the prefeasibility study ^report should be
directed Jowardsiestablisl;in|JYh alternates Selected from a number
of possibijiti^s^n^y&rj-pus^countries Ho;:be'-incorporated-into tlie Trans- ...

AfricanvHighway ^.inrVf^ept"justify the'^riori'ty-^coorded to them and . ,.T ,

warrant,;multinati;9nai(.j.1su^port. ■ ' ;

IV.

12. .After- studyj : other'-phases of. the prelect-

'("a') ■■'f^asibilit-y^'atid;. engineerin^.^studies; ... . .'.,'■■/:.,-'?""~'''~'<v1'"

(b) implementation and supervision of the construction :r<>f.;the:

highway.

13, Parallel with these two phases^ a study of the regulation of th.6 :i
flow of traffic and of ..the movement-of-goods and passengers .pan..be-undertaken

at any-time. : . . - . ."■■■■ " ' -:- ■' : ■ ■ ' ■
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14. The cost of operations increases with the commencement' of
feasibility and engineering studies, and reaches a peak in tfce final,

construction.phase. ■ ; . .

15. Paragraph^ (b) o? annex I £/CH.14/TKAHS/46 of *hp report of the
meeting SfL co-ordinating committee ,in^une 1971^f^^l^
following fee prefeaBiMlity studies, »^e co^o^dxnatxng

oo.mnission a ^asH)iiity : sttcdy of the highly pro0..at ^
of IWBP or oo-operating-countries toeataUishthj economic

fov the building of the highway and ,also,*°\^f>^e$%5?£
sertices required. The-BurYey^Sll .also oetablxsh trends of future
development of traffic for tra<ie:and of tourism,.:

16 This"is the stage that hasSeen reached. Although it was wpeoteft.... t
i thelayout " the Trans-Afrioan Highway from Lagos to Mombasa would^

e

s

Highway*

of the project to ensizre this.
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the project becomes operational, as well as those problems concerning the-

maintenance of the1 future International Highways .

18, , As far as, increasing .th.enurohe.rs'of the members of the Coordinating

Committee, is concerne.dj'.it'is'possible to consider admitting the co-entries

of, .;t,he. two Central'and ftast African" Sub-regions as associate members'. The
Bureau has ..already drawn attention to" the necessity for..such &n increase

in .membership ^pointing corfe that' a, conference, should .be held to bring ! ■

together the.representatives of all those countries whose road networks

could.be usefully linked up with the Trans African Highway. 'It so"happens
that in addition to the six member countries of the Co-ordinating Committee,

the matter is also of concern to Burundi, Chad, Ethiopia, Ga^bon, Higox,

People's Republic of The Congo, Rwanda, Somalia, Sudan, Tanzania and Zambia.

The manner in which these countries should be organized to deal with a-. -

problem which is much greater and more complex, that of linking Central

and" East African,.road'.networks of which .the Lagos-Mombasa link would ;
..constitute t;he,backbone, is still to be decided. ' The Secretariat hopes to

Tje.lable to do ro ..during the conference which.is planned.to "be held

shortly,- ■ ".. ■■ , . : ., . ■■ '■ .- ,- ■ < ■ - .- ■ ■■ ■■ .:

19, As far as the position of the Bureau within the ECA Transport

Section is concerned, it depends or the internal organization of the

Secretariat and the transport experts which the Executive Secretary has

at his disposal. The relations which exist between the Co-ordinator

of the Bureau and the Cabinet of the Executive Secretary reflect thib

internal situation, and .retain that flexibility to .make impossible to
adapt to developments which may 'take place at different phases of the
project, .The Co-ordinating Committee might leave it to the .Executive

Secretary to take appropriate action where necessary p. . .....

20, From its-inception .until the Highway is completed and in use, the
administration of the project could,be handled by.an institutional structure
which could be adapted to needs'at each stage. 'Depending'on its'future

financial standing, particularly if several government members of the
Committee, if not all, show their willingness to take up commitments m

common, through the intermediary of the Bureau, to carry out definte

programmes within the project, the institutional structure could be

different from that which prevails at present. In fact one could think of
setting up a Trans African Highway Authority which would have corporate

personality and financial autonomy. Although the questions to be
settled concern either inter-governmental relations or relations between

the United Nations and governments,, they are more or less of an
administrative nature and can be dealt with by an administrative unit
such as the Highway Bureau. But whenever, two or more governments wish
to deal with the banks even where these are public establishments,

relations may lead to acts requiring legal capacity which the Highway
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Bureau does ,not have- seeing that it has the same status as the United

Nations. If the governments showed desire to take ..joint active ' ' ■ ■

responsibility for the operations of constructing the Trans' African * - ■-

Highway, the problems could certainly be dealt within a more efficient

manner- "by an Authority-having corporate' personality, authorized to

b'orrov^ tu enter- int:o 'contracts and to have aecess to the .courts. Such.,

ah Authority would be able to establish'a;"simple structure ^sinc© its

strength would reside, iflore in the- delegation-of powers received from- the

governments ? than in the size of t'he'budget which would, fbe put -at its, ,. .-,'

disposal to carry out its''activities. For the mcarunt it 'is^only a question

of drawing the attention of the Co-ordinating Committee to. such a ■ :,,' ?■

1 possibility,. ■ ■ •' ..■ . - . ' ; :- ,■

V- Conclusion ■- ■ ■ . ■ ■ . ■ ■-. ..< ■ , •■

21S The results obtained by the Co-ordinating Committee and the Trans-^

African Highway Bureau are -ve'ry encouraging when ;it is remembered that the

operation came into-being less than one. year ago.. It-. 'ha.& become a tradition

that each meeting concerning this project marks an important step forward*

This meeting whic>i opens today in Bangui would not have failed in this

tradition if it leads to those decisions which,the follow-up operations

require. . ■. . ,....'■ - „ ' ' ' " ' "

220 The 'Co-oT-dinating Committee hae-to approve ..in particulars: :■■-. ' ...

(a): -the Highway as proposed in Section A-of Annez I . :.,-
■■'• :: whidh .is attached to the present, .report; ■ ■■ ■ .. ■-..■ ■ .- ..r

(b) the programme of"studies to be carried out. as defined in . ■■■;
section C of the same document attached*

■ "25'0': ■ :'It Should, also confirm and define, the terms- of reference of the ■ ■

Highway-Bureau'-within, the EGA"for future" sfages.-of the project.
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Annex I

■ ■ -.

THE TRAHS-AFRICAN -HIGHWAY -

A* Trans. ;African :Highway. Route- ■ ' ■ ''■ "

(a) Selected Route. Of the various alternate routes studied

■ . ■ ■ .-: (see map), the following one- has been selected'and it is

... . recommended that tills be designated as'the Trans-African

... ■ . Highway■route s ' " ■ ' ' ' " :' '

- Kenya? Mombasa-Nairobi-Mau.Summit-Kisumu-Busia

-..,■..- - Uganda: Busia-Buwayo-Kampala-Kbarara-Kasindi

- Zaire: Kasindi-Beni-Koraanda-Mambasa-Kisangani-

--.■■-,■ . ..... IXxlia-Bondo-Hdu ' ' '■

- CAR: Hdu-Bangassou-Bambari-Bangui-Baoro-Garoua.

Boulai

- Cameroun: Garoua Boulai~Bcrtoua-I3atchenga-Bafoussam-

Bamenda-Mamfe-Ekok

- Mgeria: Ekok-Bnugu-Benin City-Shagamu-Lagos

(b) Basis for selection of route. . The.selection of the

Trans-African Highway route, has been based on the following

criterias

(i) Goane&tlcg main centres of population and economic

and adjninistrative activity? .■ ■ . ■;

(ii) Minimising costs of road construction and

maintenance.
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for selection of route. The selection of the Trans-African

Highway route has been based on the following criteria:

(i) Connecting main centres of population and economic and
administrative activity. - .'

(ii) Minimizing costs of road construction and maintenance.

In Kenya, the southern alternative through Kisumu has" been selected
on the basis of distance and population served. " " : "'

In Uganda, the selected route passes through the heavily populated and
actxve areas along the shores of Lake Victoria, gives tetter access to

Rwanda and Burundi, and connects with are.s which have good tourist develop-
ment potential*

In Zaire, the route running northwards from .Buta .towards Bangassou

has been chosen, because it is cheaper tc improve than the Buta-Lisala-Bangui
road*'./ :.■'..-■ - ■ , - ■

In the Central African Republic, the existing good road Bangassou-Bangu-

Baoro has na alternatives. The Baoro to"Garoua Boulai section was selected

on the basis of lower improvement costs and better benefits than the.

Baoro-Berberati-Bambo.ula alternative, v : .,

In-ffigeria, only one route had been proposed and tiiis has been selected

for adoption as .part of the-Trans-Afriean Highway project.

S« Improvements

" (a) ^Provement Priori tiP.s. The programme of work required to make
the Trans-African Highway from Mombasa' to Lagosa complete link

would consist ofs , .

(i) Improvements, that are.already included in national
development plansj

(ii) Improvements which are not yet planned but which appear
to be economically justifiable|

(iii) Improvements which are not economically viable but which

are necessary to complete the Trans-African Highway link.



Improvements embodied in national- development plans have already

"been included-in firm programmes-ands therefore, there- is no, need for

special action. . ■ ■■ . ■

Improveiaents which appear "to be economically1 viable and'should be

considered for inclusion in national programmes within the next three

years are the following five projects! ..,...:..,...

(i) Zaires Beni-Koraanda, Rehabilitation of 96 km. of road at

1 an estimated cost of US$2.0 million,

(i:0 Zaire s■ Komanda-Mambasa. Gravelling and rehabilitation of

parts of 94 km, of road at an estimated cost of U3$400j000.

(iii) ■ CARs Baoro-Garoua-Boulai, Improvements to about .20 per cent

..of 217 km. at an estimated cost of-US$920,000,

(iv) .. Uganda r Busia-Buwayo. -Surfacing'of .19 km, of ,gravel road at

an estimated cost of US$84O?OOO. ■ ■ . . \ 7 ■■:-:

(v) Ugandas Lake George-Bwera. - Gravelling of 15 km; of road at

.an estimated cost of US$35O3OOO.

Improvements which are not economically viable, but necessary to complete

the Trans-African Highway link are as followst , . ■.

(i): Zaire: Bwera-Beni. Rehabilitation and gravelling of 78 km.

"of road at an estimated cost of US$725,000,

(ii) Zaire £ IXzlia-Bangassou, Selective gravelling and minor

improvements over 332 km. of road, including replacement

of ferry at Monga? at an estimated'cost of US$1.5 million.

(iii) Cameroon : Mamfe-Ekok. Improvements and gravelling of 15 km.

of road at an estimated cost of US$220,000.

(b) Improvement Costs ... . ■

The cost of improving or constructing sections of the

473 km. of roads .which are not at present .included in. the

national construction programmes, but appear to be economically

viable' to itfk'rraht improvement before 1975? is estimated at

US$4Vl7O;,dt5O". "-■ '■"""■
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It is' estimated1 tha't it will cost US$2,445j000'to improve

or construct sections of the 4^3 km. of roads which are' not

economically viable at present but are necessary for the

completion of the Trans-African Highway,

Studies

Studies which should, be undertaken by the Trans-African Highway Bureau,

in co-operation with the Governments concerned, include the following?

i

.(a) Detailed feasibility studies of selected sections, of the

• " ■. Trans-African Highway

(■fa) Study of ways and means on how to connect the road links from

the neighbouring States to the Trans-African Highway;

; (c) Study of the existing highway assign atandarde-in the six ;

Trans-African. .Highway countries.

(d) Study of present customs-and immigration procedures in the

Trans-African Highway countries with a view to recommending

measures for improving internatiunal traffic on the Highway

will includes - ■■.■..

(i) Simplification of the regulations and procedures to be

applied to the goods and passenger traffic including =

customs^ passportj health and visa formalities' wherever
possible;

(ii) Simplification and unification of customs rules and '

procedures governing the temporary importation of private

and commercial ..vehicles;

. (iii). ..Extension of. 'in bond' facilities for goods in transit

between ports and land-locked countries-;

(iv) Vehicle insurance;

(e) A study of existing-j?oad and-traffic regulations' in ~ the

Trans-African Highway countries with a view to determining

gradual harmonization of these regulations.

(f) Study with a view to suggesting ways and means for completing

the missing links in the Trans-African Highway, project.
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Annexe II

AHEEX II / AMEXE II

TEiUSFS-AFKE CAN" HIGHWAY / HDUTE

List of main towns traversed by the trans-afrioan highway /

Liste des prinoipales agglomerations traversees par la route transafricaine

Mombasa Bangassou

Voi Bambari

lairobi Sibut

Kisumu Bangui

Busia Bossembele

Buwayo Bouar

Kampala Garoua Boulai*

Mbarara Bertoua

Kasindi Yaounde (Batchenga)

Beni Bafoussam

Mambasa Bamenda

Kisangani -' Mamfe

Buta Ekok

Bondo Enugu

Monga Benin City

Lagos

Hames underlined are those on the boundaries /

Les noms soulignes sont ceux sur les frontieres.
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